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sity to drop locally, forming buoyant zones, which ascend
through the heavier mantle ambience. Turcotte and Schubert4 have theorized the ascent velocity of thermal
plumes, considering an ideal spherical shape of its head
trailing to a cylindrical tail. According to their theoretical
model, the plume head maintains a constant size, and ascends with a constant velocity under a steady-state mass
supply into the tail. However, the ascent processes appear
to be unsteady and much more complex, as evident from
a large volume of later numerical and physical model
experiments5–7. Such complex ascent behaviour results
mainly from a thermally as well as chemically stratified
structure of the Earth’s mantle. Some workers have
shown the initiation of secondary plumes in the chemical
boundary layer between the lower and upper mantle8–10. It
has been proposed that these secondary plumes originate
from the thermo-chemical instabilities in the halted
plumes at the 670 km discontinuity. Furthermore, this
mantle discontinuity can act as a potential mechanical
zone where ascending plumes in the lower mantle undergo discernible shape changes of their head or sharp
deflections of the tails11–16.
An important line of plume research has been driven
largely by laboratory experiments on analogue models,
which primarily aim to study the geometrical evolution of
buoyant plumes. The experiments reveal two principal
geometrical varieties of plumes with their heads much
larger than the corresponding tails in diameter: (1) balloon-shaped and (2) mushroom-shaped (Figure 1). These
two principal varieties have been widely reported from
numerical7,17–20 and physical models5,21,22. We review
briefly recent models to discuss important factors controlling the development of mantle plumes of varying shapes.
The viscosity ratio (R) between plume and ambient mantle materials has been shown as a crucial physical parameter in many studies. From experimental studies, Olson
and Singer23 have demonstrated the evolution of mushroom-shaped plumes for low R, which transform into balloon-shaped plumes as R becomes large. A similar line of
experimental observations was reported by later workers
like Whitehead and Luther24. However, all these studies
did not specifically account for the temperature effect on
plume viscosity. Kellogg and King25 have dealt with the
temperature-dependent viscosity to show the development of contrasting plume shapes. According to their
models, plumes with constant or weakly temperature-
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Mantle plumes constitute a large-scale thermal advection process of million-year timescale inside the Earth.
It has been inferred that they mostly initiate as thermal perturbations at the core–mantle boundary, and
subsequently ascend through the mantle, giving rise to
hotspots and large igneous provinces. Using volumeof-fluid (VOF) models, the present study provides a
new insight into the issue – ballooning versus curling
mode of plume ascent. Earlier models have predicted
curling to ballooning transitions with increasing mantle–
plume viscosity contrast. Our thermo-mechanical
model simulations demonstrate this transition as a
function of two independent physical variables: density contrast (Δρ = ρa/ρp, ρa and ρp are mantle and
plume density respectively) and material influx rate
(normalized in terms of Reynolds number Re). The
ballooning mode occurs in a condition of high Δρ
(~ 1.2) and low Re (~ 6), which transforms into the
curling mode as the condition is reversed (Δρ = 1.1
and Re = 18). In this study we mapped the temperature distribution in and around plumes, and compared their thermal structures with those defined by
the phase boundary. The thermal maps do not manifest their strong curling behaviour, suggesting that
seismic tomography perhaps reveals the thermal
boundary of natural plumes, rather than the mantle–
plume phase boundary.
Keywords: Convection, density contrast, phase and
thermal boundary, plume head, thermal buoyancy.

Introduction
IN the Earth’s interior thermo-mechanical instabilities
take place at the core–mantle boundary (a seismically distinct zone, called D″), resulting in upwelling of hot and
buoyant mantle materials in the form of thermal plumes1.
Many geoscientists have hypothesized the origin of large
igneous provinces such as the Deccan Traps and the Siberian Traps2, and hotspots such as Iceland and Hawaiian
Islands3 around the globe as a surface manifestation of
thermally driven plumes. Consequently, understanding
the mechanics of mantle plumes has triggered renewed
research interest in the last couple of decades. According
to the classical theory, thermal anomalies cause the den-
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dependent viscosity are unlikely to evolve with a typical
head–tail configuration. On the other hand, strongly temperature-dependent viscosity conditions produce plumes
with mushroom-shaped heads. Using the numerical
model, Kumagai26 studied the nature of interaction between ascending plume heads and the ambient mantle
materials by increasing the mantle–plume viscosity ratio
R. For low R (~ 10) plumes form vortex rings, giving rise
to heads with multilayered, volute structures. With increasing R the heads involve mingling of mantle materials, described as stirring type of plumes. The mingling
becomes restricted to a narrow zone at the lower part of
plume heads when R > 700. It appears from their experimental results that increasing viscosity contrast promotes
the ballooning type in preference to the curling type.
Later workers have advanced plume models by
including several additional physical parameters, and
demonstrated the development of much more complex
plume geometry (see Ribe et al.27).
Most of the models discussed above explain the mechanics of mantle plumes in terms of thermal buoyancy
forces. However, ascending plume materials can undergo
mineralogical transformations, e.g. perovskite to ringwoodite with decreasing pressure and temperature. Such
transformations can result in the lowering of plume density, which consequently leads to an additional buoyancy
in the ascending plume and thereby controls the plume

Figure 1. a, A cartoon diagram of thermal plumes rooted to D″ layer
at the core–mantle boundary. b, Two principal modes of plume ascent
by ballooning and curling of the heads.
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shapes7. Lin and van Keken7 have classified mantle
plumes into three categories, and explained their transitions as functions of the compositional basal layer (CBL)
and the high density layer (HDL) thicknesses. For a constant thermal boundary layer (TBL) thickness, plumes
grow with mushroom-shaped head trailing to a narrow
cylindrical tail when the HDL thickness is less than or
equal to 80 km, but develop a discernible topographical
relief at the TBL, giving rise to tail with inverted funnel
structure when the CBL thickness ≥ 100 km. Plumes
develop secondary instabilities, forming minor heads
below the principal head when the CBL is very thick.
Furthermore, the ratio of chemical and thermal buoyancy
forces can greatly control the evolution of plume shapes28.
An increase in this buoyancy ratio (0–1.25) shows a transition of mushroom-shaped regular geometry to patchy
and irregular geometry. This study possibly explains the
origin of patchy occurrences of mantle plumes beneath
several hotspots, such as Hawaiian.
Most of the numerical models treat the mantle as incompressible and iso-viscous or temperature-dependent
viscous7,29–32. However, seismic studies suggest that the
mantle in reality is compressible33–35. Increasing pressure
with depth can greatly influence the physical parameters,
namely density, viscosity and thermodynamic properties
of plume materials controlling the evolution of plume
shapes, as suggested from petrological and geophysical
investigations, e.g. long wavelength geoid anomalies
across subduction zones and hotspots36–38. In a recent
study, Leng and Gurnis35 have predicted a reduction in
the size of plume head due to decreasing viscosity from
the core–mantle boundary to the base of the lithosphere.
Their estimates show that the plume head can undergo
size reduction even by 40% when a low-viscosity zone
occurs between 100 and 660 km depth.
The theoretical and numerical models discussed above
account fundamentally for the buoyancy, resulting from
either thermal or chemical changes as the main driving
forces. However, injection models39 in fluid mechanics
show that low-viscosity bubbles (cf. plumes) of contrasting shapes (e.g. typical head–tail versus discrete bulbous
structure) can develop depending upon the injection
velocity, i.e. the rate of material inflow. This type of fluid
model suggests that the viscous forces, exerted by the
upward flow of plume material through the tail can be an
additional factor in controlling the ascent process of
plumes in the mantle. It may be recalled that the material
influx into a plume can depend on a number of geological
factors, such as chemical boundary layer thickness and
the presence of HDL within the TBL7. Using volume of
fluid (VOF) models we show the conditions for ballooning versus curling mode of plume ascent taking into account the effects of influx rates, in addition to density and
viscosity contrasts. Despite a huge volume of literature
on plumes, it is yet to address why mushroom-shaped
plumes are rarely detected from geophysical observations
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 104, NO. 7, 10 APRIL 2013
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although these are the most common type obtained in
numerical simulations. Here we discuss this burning issue, suggesting that seismic tomographs probably provide
plume shapes defined by thermal boundaries, rather than
any phase boundaries.

balance of the multiphase system in space and time,
which is also expressed by volume averaging as

Theoretical approach

where E, T and keff are the energy, temperature and effective conductivity respectively. E can be also treated as
mass-averaged variables

Concept of VOF method
The fluid VOF method, first introduced by Hirt and
Nichols40, has been widely used in modelling the flow
behaviour of multiphase systems. The fundamental principle of this method involves volume averaging of multiphase
fluids in describing the flow equations. This theoretical
treatment tracks the interfaces of two fluid phases with
the help of a phase indicator function γ (also denoted as
colour function or volume fraction). γ = 1 implies a
phase, say phase 1, whereas γ = 0 indicates another phase,
say phase 2. The interface domain between two phases
can be tracked with the value of γ lying between 0 and 1
(Figure 2 a). The method has been implemented using the
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code FLUENT41–43.
The VOF formulation assumes that the fluid phases taken
for modelling remain in the immiscible state.

Governing equations
The VOF method uses a set of basic equations in fluid
mechanics. A brief description of the three principal
equations is given below. The theoretical formulation
imposes the condition of mass balance in space and time,
considering a volume average of fluid volumes. The
expression of mass balance equation follows
∂ρ
+ ∇ . ( ρ v) = 0,
∂t

(1)

where the density parameter ρ is defined by the phase
indicator function γ as

ρ = {γρ1 + (1 – γ)ρ2}.

(2)

For γ = 0, ρ = ρ2 (phase 2) and γ = 1, ρ = ρ1 (phase 1).
For the interface domain, 0 < γ < 1. With the same volume approach the formulation exercises the momentum
equation, the expression of which is
∂ G
GG
( ρ v ) + ∇ . ( ρ vv ) = ∇ . (T ) + ρ g + F .
∂t

(3)

G
T is the deviatoric stress, v denotes the velocity vector
and F stands for the body force term. Equation (3) is the
most important equation to describe the dynamics of
multiphase flow. The VOF method introduces an energy
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 104, NO. 7, 10 APRIL 2013

∂
G
( ρ E ) + ∇(v ( ρ E + p)) = ∇(keff ∇T ) + Sh ,
∂t

∑ q =1γ q ρq Eq
.
E=
n
∑ q =1γ q ρq

(4)

n

(5)

Non-dimensionalization of physical parameters
This kind of fluid mechanical problem demands nondimensionalization of the different parameters to universalize the theoretical as well as computational treatments.
In our studies we have modelled the multiphase system
consisting of a low-viscosity (coefficient of kinematic
viscosity, μp) fluid phase (phase 2) within a highviscosity (coefficient of kinematic viscosity, μa) fluid
phase (phase 1). The density of phase 2 (ρp) is lower than
that of phase 1 (ρa). Plumes were simulated in the VOF
models by injecting phase 2 into the phase 1 space with a
specified velocity Vi. We varied Vi in our model experiments to investigate the control of volume influx into the
tail in the development of plume shapes. The effect of
injecting velocity on plume development can be dealt
with an equivalent non-dimensional parameter, namely
Reynolds number (Re), the expression of which follows
Re =

ρ pVi d
μp

.

(6)

In our model we varied Re from 5 to 20 by varying Vi,
keeping all other parameters constant so as to show
exclusively the effects of volume influx rate in terms of
the non-dimensional quantity Re. We considered a powerlaw function in describing the temperature dependent viscosity44–46. According to this law, the relation between
the coefficient of viscosity and temperature is expressed
in terms of an exponent factor as
⎛T ⎞
μ = μ0 ⎜ ⎟
⎝ T0 ⎠

−n

,

(7)

where n is an empirical exponent factor. For the mantle
conditions7 the range of n is in the order of 0–3. μ0 is the
viscosity corresponding to the reference temperature T0.
It has been discussed in the preceding section that the
viscosity contrast between the plume and mantle materials
has large controls on the evolution of plume shapes.
895
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Figure 2. a, Basic mathematical concept of volume averaging in a two-phase fluid system. γ is a phase
indicator function (see text for details). b, An initial volume-of-fluid (VOF) model showing the boundary
conditions chosen for numerical simulation.

In our models we consider this factor as a non-dimensional
quantity by taking the ratio of mantle and plume viscosities
R=

μa
.
μp

(8)

R was varied between 1 and 5. The Boussinesq model
was adopted to account for the effects of temperature on
density. According to this model, the fluid density holds
the following relation
( ρ p − ρ a ) g ≈ − ρ a β (Tp − Ta ) g ,

(9)

where β is the thermal expansion coefficient, and Tp and
Ta are plume temperature and the surface temperature in
ambient medium respectively. The density contrast (Δρ)
has been considered as a non-dimensional quantity as
Δρ =
896

ρa
.
ρp

(10)

In our calculations, temperature has been normalized in
following way
T* =

T
,
(T p )initial

(11)

T stands for the calculated temperature at any given point
and (Tp)initial is the initial temperature of the plume material
injected into the mantle medium. In thermo-mechanical
problems, Prandtl number (Pr) has been widely used to
show the viscous movements relative to thermal diffusion
rates. It is expressed as the ratio of viscous and thermal
diffusion rates
Pr =

cpμ
k

.

(12)

Small Pr values imply that heat diffuses at mush faster
rates, compared to the mechanical velocity (momentum).
Cp and k are the specific heat and the thermal conductiCURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 104, NO. 7, 10 APRIL 2013
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vity respectively. In contrast, high Pr values indicate
strong convective motion in the system. Pr for the Earth’s
mantle is estimated in the order of 1025, suggesting convection dominating over the thermal diffusion processes.
In this study we evaluated Pr associated with thermal
plumes in the mantle, and obtained its values in the order
of 1022 (ref. 47).

Model set-up
We chose a two-dimensional Eulerian reference scheme
in describing the fluid phases for VOF model simulations. The models had a global phase (phase 1) space
covering a depth equivalent to the mantle thickness
(~ 2900 km) and a width of 1.5 times the mantle thickness. The model had a small region at the centre of its base
containing plume material (phase 2), connected through
an orifice with the diameter equivalent to a plume tail
diameter of about 100 km. We considered an axisymmetric
plume structure in our modelling. A free-slip condition
was imposed upon the top, whereas a non-slip condition
at the basal surface (Figure 2 b). The top and bottom surfaces were subjected to contrasting temperatures, Tt and
Tb, where Tb p Tt. We impose a condition of no heat or
mass flux across the lateral model boundaries. The two
fluids were treated as mechanically distinct phases,
undergoing a mutual interaction through surface tension.
We varied the viscosity ratio of two fluid phases in different simulations. In the experiments, we always chose
R ≥ 1, as the ambient mantle viscosity is generally greater
than that of the plume material. Details of different model
parameters are given in Table 1.
The model was finely meshed with grid size equivalent
to a real space of 25 km × 25 km employing a Lagrangian
reference frame. The mesh was of tetrahedron (patch conforming) type. Each grid was sufficiently smaller than
the plume size, giving a good approximation for heterogeneous mechanical and thermal states in the model.

Model results and discussion
We performed simulations by varying the density contrast
factor (Δρ) and the material influx rate into the plume tail
Table 1.

Physical properties of the materials used in the numerical
simulations

Symbol
Δ ρ = ρa / ρp
R = μa/μp
Cp
K
Pr = cpμ/k

β

H
L
T* = T/(Tp)initial

Physical properties
Density contrast
Viscosity ratio
Specific heat
Thermal conductivity
Prandtl number
Thermal expansion coefficient
Model depth
Model width
Normalized model temperature

Values
1.1–1.2
1–5
1600 J/kg-K
2 W/m-K
2.4–4 × 1022
5 × 10–5/K
~ 2900 km
~ 4350 km
0.4–1.0
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(Re). In order to show exclusively the effects of these two
parameters on the plume shapes, the model results
obtained for little or no viscosity contrast (R ~ 1) are also
presented here for a direct comparison. The prime aim of
our simulations is to show the conditions for two principal
modes of plume ascent: ballooning and curling as a function of density contrast and material influx rate. In this
study we deal with the plume shapes by mapping the
phase boundary, i.e. physical boundary between plume
and mantle materials and the thermal boundary, i.e.
temperature-defined boundary. Evidently, the physical
and thermal plume structures significantly differ from
each other.

Effects of density contrast and influx rate
Model simulations with relatively large density contrast
(Δρ > 1.2) and low influx rates (Re ~ 6) produced a
ballooning-type plume shape, obtained from the phase
boundary mapping (Figure 3 a). The model plume formed
initially with a distinct head-and-tail structure. However,
the ballooning process progressively dominated over the
vertical growth of the tail, and developed a large head
trailing into an incipient tail, resembling bulbous structures (Figure 3 a), as reported by several previous workers (e.g. Lin and van Keken7). Entrainment of the ambient
material into the growing plume head is a geodynamic
process of much interest, as it has large implications in
characterizing material mixing phenomena and their
effects on geochemical signatures of plume-related hotspots. Our model shows that the material entrainment in
the ballooning mode is virtually absent, as noticed from
the phase boundary dispositions at successive stages of
the model plume. The thermal structure grossly tracks the
phase boundary, especially at the early stage of evolution
(Figure 3 b). However, a close inspection reveals thermal
heterogeneity, showing localization of the highest
temperature in the form of mushroom-shaped geometry
connected to a cylindrical tail. However, it may not be
possible to detect such geometry from any geophysical
technique such as seismic tomography, as the temperature
contrast is low (ΔT* < 0.3). The thermal boundary shows
a conspicuous departure from the phase boundary at the
meeting point between the head and tail, forming wavelike perturbations growing laterally with time. We evaluated the patterns of density and viscosity variations across
the plume, which conform to those defined by the thermal
boundary. These patterns are thus not shown separately.
For the same density contrast (Δρ = 1.2), the mode of
plume ascent underwent significant changes when the influx rate (Re) was increased. For Re = 18, the ballooning
mode weakened, whereas the vertical growth of the tail
strengthened, resulting in a plume with a small head trailing into a long, slender tail (Figure 4 a). The head started
to grow only when it approached the model surface. The
897
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Figure 3. Progressive development of a plume in ballooning mode in VOF models run with high density contrast (Δρ = 1.2) and low influx rate (Re = 6). Viscosity ratio R = 1. Mapping of the plume shapes
by (a) phase and (b) thermal boundary. The temperature scale has been normalized by the initial temperature of plume material.

Figure 4. Successive stages of the plume head geometry in model simulations performed with a higher
influx rate (Re = 18). The values of Δρ and R are the same as in the model shown in Figure 3. Plume
shapes defined by (a) phase and (b) thermal boundaries. Scale bar shows the normalized temperatures.
898
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Figure 5. Development of plumes by curling mode in models with a low density contrast (Δρ = 1.1)
and a high influx rate (Re ~ 20). (a) Phase and (b) thermal structures.

head expanded laterally, and subsequently formed flanking geometry, which however did not show any tendency
of curling in developing mushroom geometry. The plume
continued to grow laterally, maintaining a constant thickness, forming a flat-shaped head at the surface. This
model also showed the thermal structure grossly conforming to those defined by the phase boundary (Figure
4 b). However, the thermal boundaries are more diffuse
compared to those in the previous models. The temperature in the plume head decreased to a larger extent, where
the maximum temperature dropped to 0.7Tp (Tp is the initial temperature of material influx). Similarly, the tail
temperature dropped to a value (0.6Tp) much lower than
the maximum temperature in the head. The tail progressively narrowed down in diameter thermally as well as
physically.
The plume mode underwent a transition with decreasing
density contrast (Δρ) under a high influx rate (Re ~ 20).
The head curled to produce a mushroom-shaped plume
structure when Δρ was decreased to 1.1 (Figure 5 a). At
the initial stage the head did not grow much in size, and
vertical growth of the tail was the dominating process,
giving rise to a small, balloon-shaped head connected to a
long tail. The head did not develop any tendency of curling until it ascended to a depth level of 0.9H, where H is
the mantle thickness. The process of curling became proCURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 104, NO. 7, 10 APRIL 2013

nounced as the head ascended beyond this depth level,
and reached the model surface (Figure 5 a). At this stage
the plume head underwent simultaneously curling and
lateral spreading in the horizontal direction, resulting in
typical mushroom-shaped geometry, as reported widely
in the literature7,17,20,21. During the growth of the plume
head the tail attained a steady diameter of 50 km, which
remained unchanged throughout the plume history. This
model developed the thermal structure discernibly different from that obtained from the phase boundary, especially at the early stages of plume evolution (Figure 5 b).
For example, the phase boundary of the plume head at
t = 1.8 Myr shows curling, whereas the corresponding
thermal boundary describes grossly balloon-shaped geometry. In the advanced stage (e.g. t = 4 Myr) the thermal
structure curls, but quite weakly compared to the phase
boundary. Furthermore, the thermal boundary is strongly
diffused, and the high-temperature regimes localize at the
shallow level, showing little effects of curling.
We investigated the thermal structures of plumes from
temperature profile across the plume head. The ballooning and curling types show contrasting temperature
profiles (Figure 6 a). Ballooning-type of plumes are characterized by steeper thermal gradients across their
boundaries, compared to that in the curling-type. Secondly, the temperature remains laterally more uniform in
899
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Figure 6. a, Temperature profile of plume head along a horizontal, central line passing through the head. Both
temperature and horizontal distance have been shown by their values normalized with respect to the corresponding far-field temperatures and the horizontal model dimension respectively. b, Variation of Prandtl number across
the plume head.

case of ballooning. In the advanced stage the profile
shows a temperature drop inside the head, which resulted
possibly from a secondary convection process operating
inside the plume head (Figure 7; details are discussed
later). On the other hand, the curling type shows a
strongly heterogeneous temperature distribution within its
head, characterized by pronounced temperature drop at a
distance of 125 km from the plume axis. The locations of
minimum temperatures as well as the corresponding values
remain unchanged during the lateral progression of the
900

thermal boundary. For the transitional variety of the
plume, the temperature profiles show decreasing temperature from the centre to periphery of the head without any
temperature well. In a very advanced stage there is a
weak temperature minimum at the outermost thermal
boundary. The plume temperature along the axis also varies
with the mode of plume ascent. For the ballooning type
T* = 2.3, which slightly decreases to 2.1 for the curling
type. Both the modes do not involve any pronounced
variations in the axial temperature in the course of plume
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 104, NO. 7, 10 APRIL 2013
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Figure 7.

Contrasting patterns of advection driven by plume ascent in (a) ballooning and (b) curling modes.

growth. The transitional variety shows slight fluctuations
in the axial temperature. We also estimated the Pr on a
horizontal line passing centrally across the plume head
(Figure 6 b). The maximum Pr inside the head is in the
order of 1022. The Pr value increases steeply across the
plume head boundary, indicating weaker thermal diffusion rates outside the plume. In general, the curling type
is associated with relative higher Pr compared to the ballooning type. The former is thus found to be much more
effective for viscous diffusion.

Plume-controlled thermo-mechanical flow patterns
Ascending plumes induce viscous flows in the ambient
mantle by a combined effect of thermal and mechanical
forces. The flow patterns depend on the mode of plume
ascent. For the ballooning mode, it is characterized by
entirely divergent motion (Figure 7 a), implying that ballooning plumes cannot involve any material entrainment
during their ascent. However, inside the plumes convecCURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 104, NO. 7, 10 APRIL 2013

tion type of flow occurs due to thermal effects, giving
rise to symmetrical vortices. This internal convection
tends to die out when the ballooning type is replaced by
curling type. In contrary, the curling plume develops a
large-scale vortex-type of motion in the ambient mantle
(Figure 7 b). This type of motion explains the curling
behaviour of the plume head as well as strong effects of
entrainment of ambient mantle materials. The vortex motion circulates the colder materials in contact with the tail
walls, leading to a discernible temperature drop in plume
material flowing through the tail.

Natural plume shapes
Previous (e.g. Lin and van Keken7) as well as the present
simulation experiments show the curling mode of ascent,
giving rise to mushroom-shaped plumes. Similar plume
shapes have also been demonstrated from physical
experiments24. To the best of our knowledge, typical
mushroom-shaped plumes are yet to be reported from
901
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Figure 8. Seismic tomographic images of balloon-shaped plumes beneath (a) Iceland hotspot and
(b) Hawaii Islands (after Zhao3).

geophysical evidences. Using the seismic tomography
methods many workers have detected the mantle plumes
rooted to the core–mantle boundary (e.g. Zhao3). On the
other hand, some workers have employed a thermodynamic approach to synthesize the possible seismic
structures (based on P- and S-wave velocity) from a set of
dynamical plume models with different morphologies48.
However, the plumes occur mostly as a train of discrete
balloon-shaped heads, as observed beneath Iceland hotspot (Figure 8 a) and Hawaii islands (Figure 8 b)49,50.
They never show typical mushroom-shaped geometry, as
observed in numerical and analogue experiments.
A basic question that follows from this discussion is
why the curling mode is uncommon in nature. To address
this issue, we need to understand the nature of boundary
detected by seismic tomography, more specifically physical or any other attributes related to the plume-induced
thermal conditions. Our study suggests that the plume
shapes defined by the phase boundary (i.e. physical
boundary between the plume and ambient mantle materials)
can develop strongly curling heads (Figure 5 a). The curling geometry becomes less pronounced when the same
plume is defined by a thermal boundary (Figure 5 b). In
case, the thermal structure shows balloon-shaped geometry even the plume describes spectacular curling of the
phase boundary. It thus appears that seismic anomalies are
sensitive to temperature-dependent material properties such
as shear modulus, and reveal the thermal boundaries, rather
than the corresponding phase boundaries.

Conclusions
The study leads us to conclude the following points. (1)
The two extreme shapes of mantle plume heads detected
by the phase boundary – ballooning and curling, depend
mainly on the mantle–plume density contrast and the rate
of material influx into plume tails. The ballooning occurs
in conditions of high density contrasts and low influx
rates, which undergoes transformation into the curling
shapes as the condition is reversed (i.e. low density con902

trasts and high influx rates). (2) The thermal structure of
plumes considerably differs from that defined by the
phase boundary in case of the curling mode. Consequently, the thermal plume geometry, irrespective of its
mode shows dominantly balloon-type shape, as reported
from seismic tomography. (3) In case of ballooning
mode, the thermal plume boundary is sharp, which turns
to be diffused as the mode is replaced by curling. The
thermal state inside the head becomes heterogeneous,
showing temperature drop to a minimum. (4) The Prandtl
number (ratio of viscous/thermal diffusion rates) estimated for the plume head is in the order of 1022, showing
slightly higher values for the curling mode. (5) The flows
in the ambient mantle driven by the plume ascent in the
ballooning mode are characterized by strong divergence,
showing no close streamlines. In contrast, the curling
type develops large-scale vortex motions with their locations moving upward with the plume ascent.
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